
                                       METAMORPHOSIS 

 

.As a typical science dictionary could state "Metamorphosis" is a process of development of a 

living organism on this mother planet, same goes with the notion of development of technical 

wisdom of the students while naming this tech-event as "Metamorphosis'. 

It is an event that is well planned to boost the all-round competitiveness of a person, it's a cluster 

of such events which is not only confined with technical intellectualism but also promises to 

provide a launch-pad for the student to showcase their extraordinary skills and talent up to the 

ultimate level of one’s endurance. 

The casket of Metamorphosis'16 is full of events that can bring out the best part of a performer 

and finally that can made him stand out of the crowd. 

Events such as Rob war  can teach the lethal combination of engineering and combat strategy 

similarly other robotic events can nourish the linked practical aspects of engineering and 

technical education 

In the same way  Paper_and_Poster_presentation  event can be a milestone in the process of 

making a young talent exposed to his actual deserving ground 

Events like  Techno mania  is planned in such a way that to check out the depth of his thoroughly 

learned technical skills. 

Other than that the  Skills competition  is a battle ground for skill full upcoming engineers the 

aim of this very event is to inspire the skills of welding and other manufacturering processes. 

Keeping a pace with the latest version of technical advancement and new dimensions of 

technology, a separate part of Metamorphosis'16 is designed for  Seminars_and_workshops  

.Whole organization is truly dedicated to bring the wizards of technical expertise for providing 

the highest quality of learning by dint of their inputs. 

Beside the technical side, the glory of this event is going to be extended up to a new apex when 

we look upon the   Cultural Nights  event. Its a set of live performances of dance drama and 

action. The   Flash mob  is going to be enthralling part of this mega event. 

To add a very unique fun filled competition we have  Fun games  where you will need to win the 

hearts not only the trophy. 

The essence of Metamorphosis'16 is to impart the young talent with all round competitiveness 

and spirit of high quality performance. Days are not too far when the story of success of this 

event will shine as a brightest star of glorious galaxy of SLIET. 

 

 


